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The last few years have witnessed an increasing concern for environmental and
social issues, with a particular attention on how to better incorporate
sustainability choices in our daily life.
Industries around the world play a key role in this transaction, due to their major
impact on the global consumption of resources. Most of them are currently
rethinking their entire way of doing business, going beyond their simple
corporate responsibility, in order to create value through sustainable practices.
This shift has become an essential step for every single company, as the need to
adapt and respond to the climate crisis has never been higher. 

Environmental, social and governance criteria are becoming the central factors
for companies to focus on, as they represent the standards to evaluate how
advanced companies are when it comes to sustainability. The majority of the
biggest financial players regard sustainability as a fundamental requirement for
obtaining financing, and stakeholders around the globe demand actions from
companies, in turn influencing how companies plan their future strategies. The
commitment towards sustainability is visible in almost every industry sector, and
is shown both through the targets that companies are setting for the upcoming
years, as well as for more immediate actions. 

Governmental institutions around the world are adopting strategies and
investment plans to drive the energy transition and tackle climate change
worldwide. A significant example has been made by 197 members of the UN in
accordance with the Paris Agreement: they have put aside a large number of
capitals, with the main aim of achieving carbon neutrality by 2050. In the table
below we can observe how the $90 trillion funds have been allocated, with
almost a half of them being concentrated towards fossil fuels and other natural
energy sources. 

Fossil Fuels & Others
40

Energy Efficiency
29

Renewables
13

Electrification & Infrastructure
13
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Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) have been adopted since 2015 in Europe,
and the performance of member countries has been monitored since then, with
the European Green Deal being the cornerstone for SDG implementation in
Europe.

The unfolding of the COVID-19 pandemic marked the first year since the adoption
of the SDGs where the average SDG index score in the EU did not increase but
instead slightly declined, due to the pandemic’s negative impact on poverty rates
and unemployment. Nonetheless, the SDG Index across EU countries has always
shown promising results and increases over the years, and, between 2000 and
2019, the average EU27 Index score grew by 8.5 percentage points, from 62.9%
to 71.4%.

SDG Progress

In this report we will explore both the trends generally followed by industries
from a sustainability perspective, as well as analyse more specifically how
different sectors are practically meeting the sustainable targets set. The first part
of the report will focus on the general trends, which can be summed up by the
following macro areas.
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The process of decarbonisation is one of the most critical steps toward a
climate-neutral economy, and it consists in drastically reducing the gas emissions
of industries, with the aim of reaching a zero emission status in the future. The
steps toward the carbon transition deal with the implementation of low-carbon
technologies as sustainable energy sources. Here have been numerous initiatives
to support the implementations of these technologies, especially in Europe, such
as the Sustainable Industry Low Carbon (SILC) programme promoted by the
European Union. In many sectors the decarbonisation process consists in
replacing fossil fuels with green substitutes. Yet, in cases where this option is not
available, there is the possibility of using specific technologies to prevent the
substances from being released into the atmosphere, such as carbon sink
restoration to counteract what cannot be eliminated.

Additionally, many industries are currently setting dates in which they plan to
reach carbon neutrality, meaning a day when carbon dioxide emissions will reach
the net-zero target. In order to achieve these ambitious goals, investments in
green technology are quickly accelerating, and there have been previsions that
green investments will surpass traditional investments in the next 5 years. The
steps toward this transitions comprise a range of actions related to

DECARBONISATION

Reducing the energy consumption in industrial settings, while implementing
electricity grids
“Greening” the electricity supply through the implementation of renewable
power generation and zero carbon sources of energy
Storing and capturing Carbon through systems able to accessing CO2
directly from the atmosphere, while at the same time preserving natural
carbon resources such as forests.

For this transition, current technologies are not proper enough to address such a
massive change in the way industries consume energy. While some sectors have
already discovered and implemented technologies to reduce emissions others,
such as transportation, will require a stronger cohesion between public and
private investments. Estimates are that over $50 trillion will be invested in the
next 30 years in renewable energies such as hydrogen, electrification, carbon
capturing and storage.

Another extremely important factor that businesses in more and more industries
are addressing is how to reduce waste. How can supply chains be modified to
recycle and reuse the majority of resources? The circular economy concept
mainly focuses on the reduction of plastics, which is one of the main sources of 

CICULAR ECONOMY
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pollution, but it applies to many aspects, from the conscious usage of water, to
reduction of chemicals, to the implementation of techniques to improve logistics
in the manufacturing process.

In the last few years companies have started managing their supply chain risks,
as they have come to realize that it is an essential step to achieve sustainable
goals and adapt their business. Supply chain in most cases accounts for as much
as 90% of a business’s sustainable impact, and for this reason many companies
are implementing efficient and more sophisticated management systems to
control their sourcing processes. This is achieved by creating a sustainable
balance between regional and global operations. Another step has been the
increase of transparency between companies and their suppliers through the
usage of innovative digital tools to better monitor the performance of their supply
chain. This is fundamentally important to actively respond to emerging customer
needs. 

Many industries worldwide have established strategies to adapt their supply
chain and integrate circular economy practices in their plan to switch to more
sustainable practices. In the table below we can observe how industries have
been adopting circular economy practices. Data is taken from a Gartner
worldwide survey on supply chain strategies. It is very promising to observe that
only a small percentage has declared to not have introduced these actions as
part of their growth strategy.

BUILDING SUSTAINABLE AND RESILIENT SUPPLY CHAIN
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More sustainable consumption and production patterns are at the heart of many
industrial transformations towards a more sustainable way of shaping business
activities. This trend has also been encouraged by different national and
international regulations, such as the new Circular Economy Action plan
established by the European Commission. In particular, companies are more
frequently putting their efforts at the core of the creation of their product, by
adding compulsory sustainable standards into the design process of their
products and services, as well as adapting existing products, by conducting life
cycle analyses. This process involves the design, the materials chosen for the
products, as well as the entire process to manufacture them and, even if it can be
costly in some cases, it creates an opportunity, as reusing materials previously
considered waste can bring to effective cost savings.

By engaging the idea of sustainability, many countries of the world showed the
successful results of the conservation of natural resources, by increasing life
expectancy, controlling the growth of the human population, and increasing
industrial and food production with an impressive economic output.

Having discussed these common trends, it is important to say that each industry
has their own personal action plan, and among industries of the same sector we
can observe similar strategies and actions that have been taken to adapt to the
climate crisis we are currently facing.

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION

The energy shift is one of the biggest challenges in the sustainability transition,
yet not the only one, especially in energy and natural resources companies,
which are also addressing changes in transportation, plastic, and the
consumption and growth of food. These companies are currently engaging in
other transitions that will have a major impact in their core business and will offer
new opportunities for growth in the near future. ENR companies are one of the
sectors which are implementing highly drastic measures to address climate
change, not only from an energy transition perspective, but also in terms of more
practical changes.

ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMPANIES

Shift To Electrical Vehicles
The transition from internal combustion engines to electric vehicles EVs has had
a ripple effect across supply chain in the agribusiness, chemicals and mining
industries, which have all been affected by the drastic increase in battery electric
vehicle, which is expected to reach a peek by 2028.
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Decarbonisation Of The Fertilizer Chain
Since the production of fertilizer is creating about 2.5% of the total greenhouse
emissions, producers are shifting to innovative solutions, ranging from using
specialty NPK compounds (nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium), to the usage of
low carbon feedstock through the usage of ammonia created with green
hydrogen, as well as switching to more organic fertilizer, while at the same time
adopting regenerative agricultural practices. This shift however comes with an
additive cost which is likely to increase food cost for consumers, and which
industries in this sector have to carefully evaluate during their transition.

Addressing Plastic Waste
The reduction of plastic waste has enhanced cooperation among companies,
where producers are developing more recyclable materials with the aim of
reducing carbon emission over the life cycle of a product. Additionally, packaging
companies, retailers, and FCMGs are designing products and packaging to
improve traceability, compliance, and labeling of the recycled content. A great
solution that has been implemented are Bio-based plastics, made by renewable
biological materials, which are able to drastically reduce the life cycle emission
(about 80%).

The agricultural industry has been responding to a more sustainable diet demand;
consumers around the world are realizing how a variety of goods, especially
those deriving from land-based animal protein sources, emit a substantial amount
of CO2 in their production. Studies have shown that 80% of greenhouses gas in
the industry derives from meat production. Consumers have thus been switching
to a more significantly plant-based diet in order to reduce emissions.

Sensing the need to respond and adjust to such changes, companies working in
the agricultural sector have been promoting innovative techniques to create
alternatives to these sources of proteins. The main activities carried out include
the creation of plant-based dairy and meat alternatives, through technologies
such as protein isolation, as well as more biological techniques with the
cultivation of tissue cells from animal tissues with the aim of replicating and
growing bioreactors. Additionally, other sources of proteins have been used to
replicate meat, such as mycelium fungus, used to simulate the taste of pork and
beef. The awareness of consumers towards the negative effect of meat and dairy
products for the environment has never been higher, and is expected to rapidly
grow in the next 10 to 15 years, with these technologies probably replacing
around 25% of animal protein in the US.

Increasingly Sustainable Diet Demand
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The rapid expansion of e-commerce in recent years has forced the industry to
find new practices and innovative solutions to meet current environmental
challenges. The role of e-commerce in the sustainable transition is mainly
focused on how to give a second life to secondary materials as well as goods, by
enlarging the reach of second-use markets, enabling the process of a circular
economy through reuse, repair and upcycling. This function in promoting
circularity and prolonging the life of products is a crucial aspect that a great
majority of e-commerce companies are embracing more and more, especially
given the rapid expansion of this sector, which inevitably pushes consumers all
over the world to demand sustainable behaviours from the firms active in it.
Consumers are in fact crucial for the transition towards more sustainable e-
commerce practices.

The main actions towards sustainable development taken by firms in this sector
regards the drive of circularity through the creation of second-hand market
places encouraged by platforms. In recent years established e-commerce players
are investing in this market in order to offer new options to consumers and
extend the life of products. A great example comes with actions taken by
Zalando, which estimates that it extended the life of 340.000 fashion products 

E-COMMERCE INDUSTRIES
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through the launch of its “Pre-owned” category on its platform in several
countries. Through the launch of this platform consumers are allowed to trade in
or buy quality-checked pre-owned items.

The key matters addressed by e-commerce companies mainly concerns the issue
of packaging, given the more elaborate logistic system of the industry, which
must be functional in protecting products, and able to implement effective
marketing strategies. Packaging also plays a fundamental role for industries in
the e-commerce sector, as it represents a key element to make a brand
sustainable in the eyes of its consumers. In the image below we can observe the
results from a Global survey on Corporate social responsibility, which highlights
how consumers are increasing their attention to sustainable aspects of a
business, especially when it comes to their packages.

The sector is currently investing and developing new solutions and technologies
to improve its contribution to more sustainable packages, with options ranging
from the design and composition, to the optimisation of the original packaging for
the transport at the level of the supply chain. Many brands are offering greener
choices for shipping, enabling customers to go for more environmentally friendly
deliveries, such as using bikes or electric vehicles, thus ensuring a reduction in
carbon footprint.

When it comes to packaging composition, the use of bioplastics, which emits far
fewer greenhouse gasses, has taken a prominent role in replacing plastic
packages, as well as the option of reusable packaging. Another growing trend is
the replacements of petroleum-based inks with soy-based inks, which are highly
sustainable as the production process has a low environmental footprint, and
releases less than 20% CO2 compared to petroleum. 

Examples of new solutions in the sector can be observed with the new initiative
taken by Zalando, which implemented its “one parcel policy”, which enables
streamlining multi-brand orders into a single one, with a single delivery.

Another aspect, which many brands are carefully reconsidering, is the return
policies and processes, which have a considerable impact on the environment.

Finally, a tool which has been recently implemented is the “Bewust Bezorgd”
project, consisting in a CO2 calculation tool for the ecommerce sector to
calculate emissions caused by the delivery of a particular product. The tool is
aimed for the use of both consumers, for them to choose the most sustainable
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 option, and retailers, to gain information on their delivery process and to change
it. 

Source:  "The Nielsen Global Survey on Corporate Social Responsibility" taken from No Issue's Sustainability
Packaging Study 2019

55%
OF RESPONDENTS WOULD PAY EXTRA FOR
GOODS FROM COMPANIES THAT ARE
COMMITTED TO ENVIRONMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY

52% OF RESPONDENTS WOULD CHECK THE
PACKAGING TO MEASURE THEIR IMPACT

The role of the financial sector in the fight against the climate crisis is extremely
decisive, as any financial institution is now responsible for channeling private
investments towards the transition
towards a sustainable, climate-neutral economy. The task of financial institutions
is to orient investment in more sustainable technologies and businesses, in order
to reach environmental targets.

2021 has seen financial institutions from all over the world showing their
commitment to finance
a net - zero economy, especially thanks to the actions taken by the United
Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI), which aims to
mobilize private sector finance for sustainable development, by developing
guidance in areas such as gender equality, biodiversity and resource efficiency
target-setting. Institutional investors are developing portfolios centered on
environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria, while at the same time
disinvesting from assets with significant material risks.

In particular there has been a focus by Limited Partners and Private Equity firms
towards embracing ESG metrics, nowadays regarded as a core and essential
component of generating value. ESG factors are seen as additive to investment
performance, and are no longer regarded as social actions to receive favorable
press. The real challenge is how to translate ESG policies into concrete inside an
investment portfolio, and how to properly measure comparable ESG data.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

https://noissue.co/media/2019SustainabilityinPackagingStudy.pdf
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Prioritization of environmental and DEI measurements; more than half of
European Limited Partners are currently setting net - zero commitments
Concretizing ESG policies and fund strategies: LPs and Private Equity firms
are adopting well defined ESG ambitions, always backed up by concrete
operating models
Enclosing ESG valuation in every step of the investment process: investment
performance is studied based on ESG key performance indicators, as well as
implementing sector screening and due diligence.

The main approaches that have been implemented in order to move from policies
to tangible performance processes are;

Furthermore, 2021 has witnessed an increase in the share of professional
investors for ESG investments. A survey conducted in 2021 has shown that 82%
of professional investors worldwide are planning to incorporate their allocation of
socially responsible investments over the next year. The result is higher than
2020, and highlights the trend towards including sustainability inside the financial
world, even outside institutional services.
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Finally, many have argued that , as a result of the increasingly important role of
both financial institutions and ENR companies, these two sectors should make an
effort to directly collaborate with each other, with the aim of providing investors
around the world with propositions to increase the amounts of funds and drive
the energy transaction.

The world of the Fashion industry is a wide environment comprising different
categories, ranging
from footwear, jewelry, clothing and cosmetics, and it represents the world’s
seventh largest economy, thanks to the steady growth achieved in the last years.
Growth in this sector, and the globalized and interconnected network inside it,
has resulted in long and complex supply chains, posing a challenge to control the
beginning and end life of products, creating obstacles for the new era of the
fashion industry: sustainable fashion. Trends in the past year in this sector have
been highly neglecting environmental and social goals, putting profits at center
stage instead. This explains why fashion can be an extremely profitable industry
and also one of the most polluting industries in the world.

However, this is not how all companies in the industry are acting. Some are
currently adapting their business models to compensate for the lack of actions in
the past years, and are integrating sustainable practices to promote sustainable
development. Sustainability has been recognized as an important new driver in
consumers’ purchasing decisions, and the role of digitalisation, especially with
the role of social media, is raising concerns on how this sector is aligning their
business models to achieve sustainable practices in the future. Consumers are
increasingly demanding transparency across the entire supply chain, with a focus
on the quality of materials and their provenience. With this perspective, in recent
years, sustainability reporting has played a crucial role for industries to dialogue
with their stakeholders.

With the aim of incorporating sustainability into their long-term strategies,
companies are embracing the circular economy concepts, making use of
technologies to develop new environmentally friendly materials, as well as
adopting biomaterials, already in use in other industries, which have biological
origins. With this aim, big players in the sector are investing in technologies to
create materials which incorporate sustainable environmental impact with
efficient material output and design. These innovations have the capabilities of
reducing the negative impact of intensive extraction of raw materials; big fashion
names are relying on partnerships with biotech firms in order to make the 

FASHION INDUSTRY
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Hermes: following the exclusive partnership with the startup MycoWorks, and
the development of a new material called Sylvania, Hermes announced a new
edition of its Victoria travel bag, originally crafted from calfskin. The new
material represents an innovation, realized thanks to the combination of
agricultural waste and mycelium, to form a perfectly usable and sustainable
fashion material.

Ferragamo; thanks to the collaboration with a Sicilian company, Orange Fiber,
specialized in producing silk-like twill fabric derived from the leftovers of
citrus juice production, the firm has included these organic materials in many
of its collections.

Tommy Hilfiger developed a new sneaker design made from Frumat, a
cellulose - based organic material derived from apple skin and core waste.

process as smooth as possible. Concrete examples can be observed:

Furthermore, another essential issue that is fundamental for the fashion industry
to achieve sustainable, accountable and fair fashion, is to incorporate
transparency in every step of their manufacturing process and more. To this
account, 2021 has been the 6th annual edition of the Fashion Transparency
Index, which is an annual review of 250 of the largest fashion brands and
retailers around the world, which are ranked according to their level of public
disclosure on environmental practices, impacts of their operations in their supply
chain and human rights. 

However, despite the progress made on transparency, many argue that better
legislation has to be designed in order to hold major fashion brands accountable
for their impacts on the planet and on society. In the table we can observe the
key results emerged from the Index in 2021. Technology in the fight to improve
transparency has been playing a crucial role, which will drastically increase in
future years. 

A recent project to increase the transparency on how products are made and
where they come from has been made using blockchain technology, to create a
product able to express its own story from where has been fabricated to its
onward journey when is resold, making possible for the next buyer to consult
authentic information from the scannable labels. This represents an innovative
step in the incorporation of transparency in the supply chain for fashion
industries.
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Companies in the food and agricultural sector have drastically changed their
business model in the past years as a response to individual consumers looking
to decrease their environmental footprint by choosing healthier and
environmentally friendly choices in their daily consumption. Sustainable
Innovation in this sector has seen a radical increase, with companies
implementing new brands and products in line with sustainable interests. Being
this sector the world's largest industry, their global emission of GHG accounts for
26% of global emissions, bringing the urgent need of implementing sustainable
practices to reduce carbon emissions and promote sustainability overall.
Demands from consumers has increased especially in new generations, Industries
are adopting different practices in order to reduce the impact they are having for
the environment, and the main ones that have been adopted to contrast with the
overproduction and pollution are

FOOD & AGRICULTURE SECTOR

Adoption of Methane digesters → emissions of methane gas from organic
waste as they decompose results in a dangerous warming effect, even
stronger than carbon dioxide emissions. For this reason many companies have
adopted methane digesters, able to transform food waste into biogas, an
energy source which can be used to heat buildings, reducing operation costs
for firms, and Digestrate, a nutrient fertilizer
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Sustainable irrigation methods → many innovative irrigation methods have
been create to cope with the unprecedented usage of water resources from
farmland, as well as to reduce the energy usage derived from the pumping
and distribution of farm water. Examples of these include sensor irrigation,
deficit irrigation, sprinkler irrigation and many more.
Greening the supply chain → Many restaurants have shifted towards more
sustainable suppliers, who purchase products made from recycled materials
and at local level. These choices not only have positive effects for the
environment, but also attract consumers who are nowadays more conscious
about their food choices. The choice of making sure that suppliers adhere to
sustainable practices is also crucial to increase transparency, an extremely
important requisite for consumers.
Nutrient management → industries in the agricultural sector are consciously
including proper nutrients in order to enhance fertilizer - use efficiency , with
the aim of avoiding to spill nitrogen from fertilizers into groundwater
Recycled packaging → due to the relatively short life cycle of products in the
food and beverage industry, companies are actively promoting and adopting
recyclable packaging in order to contrast the usage of plastic precedent
years. By 2022 Pepsi, one of the main beverage companies, has committed to
completely eliminate all plastic from its bottles in 9 EU markets by 2022.
These choices are crucial for the development of a more sustainable view
over big industries.
Low carbon transportation → companies are decarbonising their supply chain
by shifting to low-carbon cold chain technologies, able to group products in
more systematic manners creating fewer individual shipments, drastically
reducing energy consumption Big players in this sector are taking steps
toward innovative and radical solutions, mainly targeting the new field of
“Regenerative Agriculture” for the implementation of a regenerative

Food system, which could restore the natural rhythm of our ecosystem and give
us a chance to improve food’s quality. Regenerative agriculture is based on
technologies able to regenerate and revitalize the soil, leading to an improved
land, rather than a degraded one from intensive agriculture techniques. The aim
is to maintain soil fertility and biodiversity, as it claims that soil health is linked to
overall sustainability of the food system. The model incorporates innovative
scientific knowledge and new technologies able to prevent damages to the land
while at the same time increasing the vitalization of the soil. Many mechanisms
have been put in place to drive food and land systems towards greater
sustainability in the EU, and the Agri-food sector plays a crucial role for the
achievement of the SDG, as complying with sustainability requirements is an
opportunity for economic profitability in this sector.
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In every industry sector the role of companies in achieving sustainable
development is beyond doubt, especially in the new globalized society we
currently live in, where changes in consumption patterns are moving towards an
environmentally friendly society. This essential transition can only be achieved if
companies keep their competitive advantage, and this can only be accomplished
through precise directives implemented by governments. 

We have observed in recent years how society is demanding changes, especially
from industries, and we have seen how those are trying to adapt. The last step is
to coordinate business efforts with appropriate regulations, in order for
companies to effectively improve their environmental performance to truly
become compatible with sustainable development

Conclusion
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